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Let H be a Hilbert space, H * its algebraic dual. Let P be the 
o-additive extension of the standard Gaussian cylinder measure on H*. 
Then: Does P extend to weakly regular Bore1 measure ? More generally: 
When does the u-additive extension of a cylinder measure on the alge- 
braic dual of a topological vector space further extend to a weakly 
regular Bore1 measure ? 
It is shown in this note that under certain (quite general) conditions 
if a cylinder measure does not have a weakly regular extension in the 
topological dual of a topological vector space, then it cannot have a 
weakly regular extension in the algebraic dual. As a corollary, we obtain 
a negative answer to the question about the standard Gaussian cylinder 
measure. 
NOTATION 
Given a vector space X, let X * be its algebraic dual; if A C X, 
A’ = {y E X*: 1(x, y)I < 1 for all x E A} is the polar of A in X*. Given 
a topological vector space X, let X’ be its topological dual; if A C X, 
A0 = (y E X’: i(x, y)\ < 1 for all x E A} is the polar of A in X’. U(X’, X) 
is the algebra of cylinder sets induced by X on X’; 9(X*, X) is the 
g-algebra induced by X on X*. 
In what follows, TV is a cylinder measure on %(X’, X) and P is the 
corresponding o-additive measure on Y(X*, X) (see, for example 
[2, Chapter 31). Let p*, P* be the outer measures to which p and P give 
rise in X’ and X*, respectively. 
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DISCUSSION 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a barrelled locally convex topological vector space. 
Suppose p is scalarly concentrated1 on the u(X’, X)-compact subsets of X’. 
Let A be a convex, balanced, absorbing subset of X. Then P*(A’) = p*(AO). 
Proof. The set A’ is 0(X*, X)-compact, convex, balanced. By 
[l, Theorem 4.1 and the Remark following it], we have 
P*(A’) = inf{P(S’): S finite, SC L?}. (1) 
The set A0 is cr(X’, X)-bounded and 0(X’, X)-closed. Because of the 
assumption on X (see, for example, [3, p. 212]), this implies that A0 is 
0(X’, X)-compact. Again by [l, Theorem 4.1 and the Remark], we have 
p*(AO) = inf{p(SO): S finite, S C Aoo}. (2) 
Since A” C Aoo and P(V) = p(SO) for S finite, (1) and (2) imply: 
p*(P) < P*(A*). 
We obtain now the opposite inequality. By the assumption of scalar 
concentration, Theorem 4.3 of [l] implies: 
p*(AO) = inf+(SO): S finite, SC A}. (3) 
Since A C A’*, we conclude from (I) and (3): P*(A’) < p*(AO). 1 
THEOREM 2. Let X, p, P be as in Theorem 1. If p does not have a 
0(X’, X)-regular Bore1 extension, then P does not have a a(X*, X)-regular 
Bore1 extension. 
Proof. Since every u(X*, X)- compact set is contained in a 0(X*, X)- 
compact set of the form A’, with A convex, balanced and absorbing, 
it follows from Theorem 1 that sup{P*(K): KC X*, K 0(X*, X)- 
compact) = sup{p*(F): F C X’, F u(X’, X)-compact}. The conclusion 
follows by Prohorov’s theorem (see [2, Chapter 7; 41). 1 
COROLLARY. If H is a Hilbert space and P is the standard Gaussian 
o-additive measure on Y(H*, H), then P does not have a u(H*, H)-regular 
Bore1 extension. 
1 For the definition of scalar concentration see [2, Chapter 2; 4; 11. 
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Remark. The theorems are false without the scalar concentration 
hypothesis: let z E X*, z I$ X’, and P = 6,. Then P is a a(X*, X)- 
regular Bore1 measure, but p does not extend. 
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